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TASK MASTER

P RINT P ERF ECT
MULT I P L E PAT T ERNS
WORK TOG ET H ER
WH EN A SI MI L AR
H UE AND T H EME I S
REFL ECT ED ACROSS
AL L SEL ECT I ONS.

PRIME POSITION
A U-SHAPED LAUNDRY
ALLOWS PLENTY O F
WO R K SPACE EITHER
SIDE O F THE SINK
WHILE KEEPING
APPLIANCES WITHIN
R EACH. “ THE R O MAN
BLIND ADDS INTER EST
AND WAR MTH,” SAYS
INTER IO R DESIGNER
LAUR EN MAHO NEY.

LAUNDRIES:

GIVE YOUR LAUNDRY A BOLD NEW PERSONALITY
WITH THESE FRESH DESIGN IDEAS AND LAYOUT TIPS
Words LAURA BARRY

T

he laundry is arguably the hardest-working room in the house
and yet, traditionally, the design of this essential utilitarian
zone has rarely been approached with as much care and
consideration as our living or bedroom spaces. After all, it’s just the
washing machine, dryer, sink and some cupboards, right? Not so.
The way we view laundries is changing. We’ve collected some of the
best design inspiration, layout advice and interior design techniques
to equip you to dream up and create a laundry that’s as aesthetically
pleasing as the rest of your home. From space-saving and storage
ideas to appliance integration, we’ve got you covered.
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HOLDING PATTERN
Colour, pattern and texture harmonise in this Sydney laundry (above)
by interior designer Lisa Burdus. “I wanted the laundry to look and feel
like any other room in the house, decorated with wallpaper, window
coverings and a rug on the floor,” says Lisa. The space features Cole &
Son ‘Florencecourt’ wallpaper (try Wallpaper Direct), blinds in Nicole
Fabre fabric (try Elliott Clarke) and a Moroccan rug from Lisa’s own
collection. “The fabric for the blinds is close in colour to the rug, which
balances the room,” says Lisa, whose top tip is to keep surfaces clear.
“Ensure what you see from the open door is as neat as possible,” she adds.

PHOTOGRAPHY (THIS PAGE) MAREE HOMER (OPPOSITE) ALICIA TAYLOR
STYLING (THIS PAGE) KATE NIXON

CLEAN SWEEP

When Studio Trio interior designer Lauren
Mahoney was asked to produce a laundry
that was practical and a joy to be in for the
owners of this Sydney home, the right layout
was vital. The U-shaped floor plan (below)
facilitates a leafy outlook at the sink and
enough room for two washers and a dryer,
concealed hanging rail, washing baskets and
storage. For an ergonomic laundry of your
own, focus on the finer details. “Allow extra
depth behind appliances to get a flush finish
with the joinery, or the machines will stick
out,” advises Lauren. “Add pull-out baskets to
hide dirty laundry and, if possible, face the
sink to the outside or near a window.” >
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TO UCH P O INT
T H E L I NEN- L I KE LOOK
OF T H E WAL L PAP ER
(AB OVE) P ROVI DES A
W ELCOME REP RI EVE
FROM COL DER, T I L ED
L AUNDRY SURFACES.

RAIL WAY
THIS HAR D-WO R K IN G
HANGING RAIL (ABOVE)
WAS DESIGNED TO
HANG LAUNDRY A N D
THE IR O NING, WH ILE
THE NEAR BY WALL
HO O K IS IDEAL FO R
A HAND TOWEL.
PEWTER TAPWAR E
SUITS THIS HO ME’ S
COASTAL LO O K. >

PERSONALITY PLUS
Tasked by her Brisbane clients to come up
with a laundry (left) that boasted a vibrant
personality, Julia Stojanovic, interior
designer at CG Design Studio, selected
wall tiles from Earp Bros in various glazes
and vinyl grassweave wallpaper in bold hues
of blue. The result is instant texture and
movement. “It’s important to uphold the
relationship between finishes,” says Julia.
“This laundry utilises variations of blue that,
although diverse in texture, are unified and
harmonious.” Texture-rich laundries will
benefit from a simple palette, while more
uniform spaces can support more colour.

ON PURPOSE

BASKET BONANZA
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1. Joseph Joseph ‘Tota’ 60L polypropylene and steel laundry separation basket, $149/39cm x 71cm, Harvey Norman.
2. Yamazaki ‘Tosca’ round wood and steel laundry basket in White/Natural, $119/40cm x 45cm, Designstuff. 3. ‘Sally’ rattan hamper,
$189/34cm x 48cm, Domayne. 4. Ferm Living ‘Herman’ canvas and metal laundry basket in Black, $214, Finnish Design Shop.
5. ‘Claude’ oval rattan and cotton laundry basket, $105/54cm x 70cm, French Knot.
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This Sydney laundry (opposite) by Stritt
Design & Construction is pure function.
“The laundry incorporates a stacking dryer
and washing machine, which allows for ease
of access, plenty of bench space for folding
and a long hanging rail perfect for hanging
freshly ironed clothes,” says Janine Stritt.
“A pull-out cupboard below with double
hampers is wonderful for sorting washing
and to the right of the benchtop is a laundry
chute.” Janine likes stacking appliances to
free up bench space, or elevating appliances
so they can be easily reached.
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HYGGE HAVEN
Chloe Brookman, founder of lifestyle brand Olli Ella, channelled much
of the brand’s Hygge aesthetic when she renovated her dark and dated
1970s bungalow in Byron Bay. A standout example is the light-filled
laundry (below), with its Scandi timber cabinetry, chunky rug, rattan
pendant light, plenty of baskets, potted plants and an abundance of
shelving to display her flea-market finds. “Our style is unfussy and
casual,” says Chloe. To re-create this inviting look, employ the basic
principles of Danish hygge interiors, prioritising comfort, cosiness and
contentment through the use of texture and treasured possessions.

SMALL WONDER

CURVES & COLOUR

This space-saving Melbourne laundry (above) by Terri Shannon of
Bloom Interior Design & Decoration combines a European design with
practical solutions. “The bi-fold door and monochrome palette is the
hero,” says Terri. “We also installed a hamper drawer, which is great for
storing washing.” The secret to aceing a small-space laundry is spatial
planning and careful colour consideration. “Ensure your appliances and
sink all fit within the cavity space, and the doors need to fold clear of
the work area,” says Terri. “White is always a good all-rounder, and you
can add a splash of colour through a gorgeous mosaic tile.”

An innovative circular shape defines this compact laundry (above)
by Sydney’s Blue Tea Kitchens & Bathrooms. Inax ‘Yuki Border’ wall
tiles from Artedomus add texture, and the practical timber hanging
rail contributes a warm, soft contrast material to the palette. “When
designing a small laundry, have enough space for the washer and
dryer plus a little extra for pipes, and a proper drainage outlet for the
washing machine and exhaust for the dryer,” says Ciara Tapia, architect
at Blue Tea Kitchens & Bathrooms. Popham floor tiles from Onsite
Supply + Design contribute colour without being overpowering.

ECO-FRIENDLY ESSENTIALS
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1. Lemon myrtle and Australian grey gum-scented laundry liquid combo (includes a 2L dispenser and two liquid pouches), $42/4L, Zero Co.
2. ‘Resparkle’ natural lemon eucalyptus-scented laundry powder, $15.50/500g, Nourished Life. 3. Laundry wash in Tasmanian Pepper & Lavender,
$22/500ml, Bondi Wash. 4. ‘Home & Linen’ spray in Rosemary & Lavender, $34/500ml, Nontre.Co. 5. ‘Dirt’ laundry liquid refill pouch, $9.95/425ml,
Flora & Fauna. 6. ‘Koala Eco’ all-natural lemon-scented eucalyptus and rosemary laundry wash, $24.95/1L, Nourished Life.
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OPTIC AL I LLU SI ON
A WOVEN F R EED O M
PENDANT LIG HT, S O F T
FUR NISHIN G S , D IS PLAY
SHELVING AN D LAR G E
WINDOWS WIT H
A GAR DEN O U T LO O K
MAKES TH IS LAU N D RY
FEEL MO R E LIK E AN
EXTENSION O F T HE
LIVING ZO N E T HAN
A WO R K S PAC E.

